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Introduction 

.' . 

REPORT ON THE WORLD FOOD CONFERENCE 
FOME 5-16 November 1974 

1. The Fourth Summit Conference of Non-aligned countries held 
.' 

in Algiers in September 1973 urged that, in view of the serious 
food crisis confronting vast popuiations of the wdr1d; an emergency 
joint conference of FAO and UNCTil.D should be held to find ways and 
means to overcome the increase shortage of food and other commodities 
and to maintain stable prices. 

2. The General Assembly of the United Nations at its 28Uh Session 
adopted resolution 3180 (XXVIII) to hold a World Food Conference 
under the auspices of the United Nations in November 1974. in Rome. 

3. The Economic ans bocial Council at its 57th Session and·the 
FAO Conference at its 17th Session gave the matter of Horld Food 
Conference priority considerationo 

4o .The Preparatory Committee for the World Food.Conference 
organized three meetings - in New York, Geneva and Rome - to 
approve the draft provisional rules of procedure for the Conference,· 
the draft provisional agenda and to prepare the necessary working 
documents. 

I - Organization of Work 

5. The Conference established three Committees to cover its 
agenda items: 

Committee I to deal •:Tith: 

, 

(a) Measures for increasing food production in the developing 
countries within the framework of development. 

(b) Measures for increasing food production in developed 

countries and 

(c) Policies and programmes for improving consumption 
p;tterns in all countries and aiming at ensuring ·adequate 
availability of food in developing countries particularly 
to vulnerable groups. 
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Committee II to deal with: The strengthening_ of world ~ood security 
through measures including inter alia a better warning and food 
information system, more effective national and international stock
holding. policies and improved arrangements for emergency relief and 
food aido 

Committee III to dea:!. with: Spec.ific objectives and measures in the 
area of international trade and adjustment which are relevant to the 
food problems, including measures towards st·ablization and expansion 
of markets for exports from developing coun.tries. 

The item concerning "Arrangements for follow-up action, includ
ing appropriate operational machinery on recommendations or 
resolutions of the Conference" was taken up by the three Committees 
but it was decided that Committee II should be the reference for the 
follow-up action. 

II - Resolutions adopted by the Conference 

60 Most of the following resolutions were composed with the help 
of and adopted unopposed by the developing countries. 

Committee I 

(a) Objectives and strategies of food productiono 

(b) Priorities for agricultural and rural development. 

(c) Fertilizers. 

(d) Food and agricultural research, extension and training. 

(e) Policies and programmes to improve nutrition. 

(f) World soil charter and land capabi.lity assessment. 

(g) Scientific water management: irrigation, drainage and 

flood control. 

(h) Women and food. 

(i) Achievement of a desirable balance between population and 

food supply. 

(j) Pesticides. 
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Programme for the control of African anim'al 'trypanosomiasis. 

Seed industry developme:ttt• 

International fund for. agricultural development. 

Reduction of milita.ry expenditures for increasing food 
production. 

(o) Food aid to victims of col6nial wars in Africa. 

(p) Universal Declaration on the Eradication of Hunger and 
Malnutrition. 

Committee II 

(i) Global information and early warning system on food' 
and agricultlire • 

. (ii) Internat:l:onal undertaking o·n world food security. 

(iii) An improved policy for food aid. 

(iv) Arrangements for follow-up action including appropriate 
operational machinery on recommendations or resolutions 
of the Conference. 

Committee III 

(a) International trade, stablization and agricultural 

adjustment. 

N.B. Some resolutions were objected to by some delegations, e.g~· 

Achievement of a desirable balance between population and 
food supply, Reduction of military expenditures for increasing 
food production, Food information system •. 
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III - Outcome of the Conference. 

7. (a) The Conference adopted the resolution on arrangements for 
follow-up action and agreed to e.et up the 'World Food Council 
at ministerial or plenipotentiary level as an organ of the 
United Nations General Assembly. The resolution emphasized 
~he creation of regional bodies to work in full collaboration 
with the Council, to formulate and follow-up policies 
approved by the Council and to implement the World Food 
Conference resolutions. 

(b) The Conference agreed on the establishment of the 
International Development Fund. The resolution on the 
establishment of this fund was sponsored by 31 nations; 
its function is to finance agricultural development in the 
developtug countries. 

(~) There was a growing realization in the Conference that 
agriculture needs ·a higher priority in the developing 
countries in order to solve the food problems. 

(d) The participants at the Conference recognized the nature, 
severity and magnitude of the food problem. .They 
emphasized the importance of hunger and malnutrition as a 
global problem and that the removal of hunger and 
malnutrition should be the prime objective of the 
international community. 

(e) The Conference agreed on the international undertaking on 
world food security that provides the basis for implementing 
an international stock policy. 

(f) The Conference approved a world-wide food information and 
early warning system on food shortage. 

(g) The Conference agreed on the urgent need for larger 
emergency fo.od aid to ensure at least 10 million tons of 
grains as food aid per year starting from 1975 and for the 
next 3 years •. · During the last two years the amount of 
food aid was about 5 million tons of grains annually. 
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IV Obstacles to the adopted resolutions of the Conference 

8. (a) There are difficulties associated with the stock-holding 
system; when the stocks are built up beyond a certain 
level, the exporting countries fe-ar of a return to surplus 
crops and to carry-overs beyond the market absorhing 
capacity. The huge stoclrn will push the prices down, bring 
lower income to producers and will prove a liability rather 
than an asset. The system of stock-holding could be 
achieved by including an apparatus for support buying so 
that surpluses would not be used to depress prices and stifle 
incentives, and by agreeing on minimum stock levels and on 
price ranges within the stock. The success of stock-holding 
requires a free exchange of production, stock and trade 
information. 

(b) None of the exporting countries will wish to talk of price 
stabilization when prices are high and rising. 

(c) Attaining the annual food aid target of 10 million tons of 
grains for the next 3 years as compared to 5 milli~n tons 
during the last two years is not going to be an easy task. 
Governments are reluctant to provide additional budgetary 
resources for the food aid; 
with the domestic supQly .and 
exporting countries. 

there is also a growing concern_ 
prices of food in the major 

(d) There was no assurance that the developing countries will 
receive financial assistance or the necessary agricultural 
imputs for increasing their agricultural production. 

(e) The implementation of the World Food Conference resolutions 
will face a number of difficulties due to the present 
state of unfavourable political and economic atmosphere 

in the world. 

V ~ Alternatives for the developing countries to overcome the 

food problems 

9. (a) Mutual co-operation should be strengthened among the 
developing countries in technical and scientific fields and 

exchange of experts. 

---
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(b) Establishment ·of agreements should be encouraged between 
.•' 

the oil exporting countries and other developing countries 
which have the potential resources, for supporting 
programmes designed for production of more food. 

(c) Loans could be obtained from interested oil exporting 
countries to 1·ther developing countrie's for increasing 
agricultural production. The loans could be repaid in the 
form of specified agricultural products and within a 
specific period of timeo 

VI The importance of the World Food Conference from an African 
point of ~iew 

10. (a) The establishment of the World Food Council is a major 
step forward in order to ireplement an integrated appro,,ch 
to the food and agricultural problems in Africaa The first 
meeting of the World Food Council is scheduled to be held 
in Rome from 23 to 27.June 1975, to consider the progress 
report on the implementation of resolutions adopted by the 
United Nations General Assembly and the World Food Conference~ 
the world food situation and the critical issues with which 
the Council will be 'concerned. Chad, Egypt, Gabon, Guinea, 
Kenya·, Libya, Mali, Togo and Zambia are the African members 
of the World Food Council. 

(b) The establishment of regional bodies for the World Food 
Council will permit Africa to formulate· its own programmes, 
submit them to the Council and follow-u~ their implementation" 
The Working Party, that is responsible for the establishment 
of the African Inter-Ministerial Committee for food (the 
regional body of the World Food Council) is scheduled to 
~old its first meeting at the OAU Headquarters in Addis 
Ababa on 9th June 1975· The efforts of the African Inter
Ministerial Committee for food are not intended to duplicate 
those of FAO, UNDP and' otherUN-..Specialized Agencies 

having activities in Africa. 
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(c) The creation of the International Fund for Agricultural 
Development wili certainly be of immense assistance to 
implement agricultural development projects in Africa. 
While this report is being written, a meeting of interested 
countries to discuss the creation of the Agricultural 
Development Fund is scheduled to be held in Geneva on 
5 and 6 May· 1975. If the establishment of this Fund faces 
any problem, the African Inter-Ministerial Committee .for 
food coulq get the necessary fine.nee for implementing some 
of its vital programmes from the Arab Bank for African 
Development which has been established in Khartoum as 
recommended by the recent Jl.rab iS'um.mit .in Rabat. 

(d) Special attention was giv~n, in most of the resolutions of 
the Conference, to the need to strengthen the action on 
regional and country basis, e.g. food aid, agricultural 
development, early warning syst~m. 

(e) Special attention was given to some of the problems of the 
African continent, e.g. the resolution on "Programme for the 
control of African animal trypan<?somiasis". 

(f) The Conference accepted the increase of food aid to 
ensure at least 10 million tons of grains per year starting 
from 1975 and for the next 3 years, as compared to 5 
million tons during the last two years. The increase of 
food aid is meaningful to the African needs for food. 

VII Conclusion 

ll. .(a) The outstanding result of the Conference was the adoption 
of the Universal Declaration on the Eradication of Hunger 
and Malnutrition. The Declaration provided the guiding 
principles for the necessary action whereby the 
international community could help to resolve the world 

food problems. 

(b) There were three basic issues that emerged from the 
Conference: committment to help the hungery and starving 
populations at once, action to increase food production in 
the developing countries ana. the arrangement for .the 
follow-up action of the long term programmes. 
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